
Cabinet proteCts and.
revises secret civil
defence plans
THE HOME OFFICE has refused

,to reveal details of a secret plan
which may turn the government's
civil defence policy on its head. The
Cabinet 'Shelter and Evacuation
Working Party' is now submitting
proposals to the Cabinet which
would mean preparing to move 36
million people out of their homes in
the run-up to a nuclear attack.
Another option would involve
moving people out of major target
areas only. Since 1965 government
policy has been that all people
should stay at home during any
nuclear attack.

Home Office Minister of State,
Mr Patrick Mayhew, was chal-
lenged about the new proposals at a
meeting of Britain's 'Nuclear Free
Zone' authorities in Manchester
last Friday (see below). But he re-
fused to discuss the proposals,
claiming that all Cabinet policy
discussions had to be kept secret.

Mayhew's reluctance to discuss
the subject reflects many Ministers'
deep concern about the implica-
tions of the new policy. It is in
essence a desperate attempt to res-
tore credibility to civil defence
plans which, at present, require the
civil population to stay at home
without blast protection, even in
cities and near major targets. The
widely. ridiculed official pamphlet
'Protect and Survive' has already in
effect been abandoned. A new
pamphlet will be published by the
Home Office early next year to re-
place it. It will cost around £3, be a
'glossy', and is at present known
only by the revealing working title
of 'Public Do-It-Yourself Civil De-
fence Guidance'.

If the Cabinet decides instead to
go for an evacuation plan, then the
Home Office will be embarrassed
by the implicit acknowledgement
that its previous policies and
pronouncements have been dis-
honest. For more than 20 years the
government has refused to acknow-
ledge that particular bases or cities
might be nuclear targets, on the
grounds that such an admission
would weaken public support for
the nuclear deterrent by making
citizens aware of their vulnerabil-
ity.

The GLC's spokesman in the
Nuclear Free Zone movement,
Councillor Simon Turney, revealed
details of the plans which had been
given to local authorities to last
week's conference. The major
evacuation scheme, devised, he
said, by Home Office scientists,
would involve two-thirds of the

population. But the scheme's diffi-
culties, from the government point
of view, included 'enormous logis-
tic problems' - clashes with Q"oop,
movements, fuel rationing, protec-
tion from fallout, and food distribu-
tion and rationing.

The government has also exa-
mined a plan to renovate deep
shelters underneath London which
are claimed to be capable of hous-
ing 70,000 people, Another extraor-
dinary scheme suggests using the
London underground tunnels to
provide shelter for a million people.
All evacuation and shelter schemes
would be extremely expensive.

Unlike the secret Cabinet
schemes, the Home Office's pro-

posed new regulations, which will
force local councils to build
bunkers for officials and take part
in exercises like the 'postponed'
Hard Rock, were made available at
the beginning of this week. Called
the Civil Defence (General -Local
Authority Functions) Regulations
1983, they contain new powers for
.the Home Secretary to 'direct' local
authorities to obey government
orders, without any discretion, A
new regulation will also allow the
government to direct the conscrip-
tion of local authority employees,
whatever their normal jobs, to un-
dergo civil defence training and
take part in exercises.

The new regulations also contain
hints that the government may
revive a civil defence corps, They
suggest, for the first time in 15
years, that providing a 'rescue ser-
vice' might be a new civil defence
function. The Home Office hopes
to prevent 'Nuclear Free' local
authorities refusing to take part in
exercises like 'Hard Rock' by
creating a new duty for them to
'take part in any training exercises
organised by the Minister' .
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